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Cyber attack is a new tool of national power.  It provides a means of coercion, influence, and 

attack.  The use of cyber techniques as intelligence tools dates back to the 1980s; cyber attack by 

militaries dates back to the 1990s.1 The use of cyber tools and techniques as an instrument of 

national power is the norm in the Gulf.  The Gulf has become a flashpoint for cyber conflict 

given the high level of activity and the chance for miscalculation and escalation into 

conventional conflict.    

 

Three key incidents have focused the attention of Gulf states on cyber security.  The first was the 

effect of social media and the Internet in the Arab uprisings of 2011 and the 2009 Iranian “Green 

Revolution.” The Internet can amplify political forces in ways that are difficult to predict or 

control.  The second was the Stuxnet attacks launched against Iranian nuclear facilities in 2010.  

Stuxnet led to significant changes in Iranian policy, but it was not unique.  Researchers around 

the world discovered significant malware programs–Stuxnet, Stars, Duqu, Flame, Shamoon–used 

for espionage or attack against Gulf targets.2 Finally, the 2012 attacks on Saudi Aramco and the 

Qatari firm RasGas, generally attributed to Iran, put most Gulf countries on notice of the new 

kind of risk they faced.    

 

Iran’s Cyber capabilities  

 

Three military organizations play leading operational roles: – Iran’s “Passive Defense 

Organization,” the Basiji and the IRG.  The Passive Defense Organization is responsible for 

Iran’s “cyber defense strategy” and houses Iran’s cyber defense headquarters, which coordinates 

efforts by the armed forces, the intelligence services, and the Telecommunications Ministry.  Iran 

held its first national cyber defense exercise in late October 2012.  The Basiji, a civilian 

paramilitary organization, manages the Iranian “Cyber Army,” which Basiji leaders say has 

120,000 volunteer hackers.  The number is certainly an exaggeration, but the Basiji, created to 

control dissent, use its already close connections with universities and religious schools to recruit 

a proxy hacker force.  The Basiji are controlled by the IRG, and the Cyber Army, at the IRG’s 

direction, is the likely source of a recent series of troubling incidents aimed at western companies  

    

The most important involved a major disruption of computers at Saudi Aramco and the Qatari 

company RasGas.  The trigger for these incidents was a cyber attack on Iran’s major oil terminal 

at Kharg Island.  Iran appears to have cleverly modified cybercrime malware for the attack.  All 

the data on 30,000 Aramco computers was erased and the malware may have infected (but did 

not damage) refinery control systems.  The Aramco incident, while not as sophisticated as 

Stuxnet, was second only to Stuxnet as a disruptive cyber attack.  Simultaneously with the 

                                                 
1 Clifford Stoll, The Cuckoo’s Egg: Tracking a Spy through the Maze of Computer Espionage (New York: 

Doubleday, 1989) details Soviet cyber espionage in the 1980s.  U.S.  officials have described the use of primitive 

cyber attacks against Serbia in the 1990s.   
2 Stars is a virus Iran claims to have discovered attacking its networks in 2011.  Duqu is an espionage program that 

collects information from infected computers.  Mahdi, designed for remote listening and control, affected networks 

in Iran and four other Middle Eastern countries in 2012.  Shamoon wiped data from 30,000 computers belonging to 

Saudi Aramco in 2012.  Flame can capture a broad array of information and has affected computers in Iran, Israel, 

Lebanon, Sudan, Egypt, Syria, and Saudi Arabia. 
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Aramco incident, there were massive “denial of service” attacks against US banks.  The 

combination of the attacks on Aramco and the bank is best seen as a test by Iran of its new 

capabilities and of the American reaction. 

 

The likely triggers for the bank incidents, which came in two waves, were the imposition of new 

sanctions by the U.S. Congress.  The denial of service attacks was nowhere near as damaging as 

the Aramco attack.  Denial of service is a form of online protest, where the target network is 

flooded with spurious traffic, such as the attacks from Russia used against Estonia in 2007.  The 

attacks against American banks, however, were ten times larger than the attacks on Estonia and 

overwhelmed the banks’ ability to respond.  Attacks of this size require computing resources 

that, in a country where the internet is tightly controlled, mean government approval if not 

direction.  In this, the Iranian efforts follow the pattern set earlier by Russia, and there is a murky 

collaboration in cyber activities between Iran and Russia that appears linked to larger efforts to 

undercut U.S. espionage programs and influence.    

 

The consensus view of U.S. officials, based on intelligence sources, is that Tehran is responsible 

for the attacks.  In response, U.S. Defense Secretary Panetta gave a speech in October 2012 that 

laid out a new preemptive policy.  The U.S. would use its own cyber capabilities to stop cyber 

attacks that threatened human life or significant economic damage.  This was intended to signal 

Iran to curtail its efforts.  There was indeed a brief slowing of attacks against banks, but they 

have now resumed in full force.  If the speech was intended to deter, it shows the limits of cyber 

deterrence.  Having signaled Iran, what does the U.S. do now when Iran ignores the signal?   

 

Iran’s technological capabilities for cyber attack (as in other areas of its military technology) are 

basic and routinely exaggerated, but a confrontational style and penchant for covert hostilities 

make it a troubling opponent.  Iran’s use of its cyber capabilities will be shaped by the larger 

regional political and security context, but cyber attack has become another flashpoint for an 

already dangerous situation.  This is a space for conflict where the rules are unclear, and the risks 

not yet measured. 

 

Iran has also undertaken a concerted effort to use cyberspace to its advantage.  Iran has been 

working to acquire cyber attack capabilities for years.  Iran’s trajectory in developing cyber 

capabilities is a good example of how a medium-sized government willing to commit a relatively 

small amount of resources can build cyber power.  Iran sees cyber attack as another tool of its 

broader asymmetric warfare strategy for use against more powerful opponents.3  

 

Iran’s own experiences have given it a keen appreciation for the utility of cyber techniques as 

instruments of national power and tools for coercion and force.  Iran’s concern over cyber threats 

originated with its need to repress dissent, and its development of cyber power is a reaction to the 

vulnerabilities created by the Internet.  During the 2009 Green Revolution, Iranian security 

forces expanded their ability to monitor and disrupt online dissent as part of a broader crackdown 

on opposition activities.  Iran’s leaders fear the power of networks to unleash more widespread 

popular uprisings in Iran like those which toppled regimes in Tunisia and Egypt in 2011.  Since 

                                                 
3 The motives and actors in the murder of a senior IRG official remain unclear; the IRG itself has said it was not an 

“assassination” and the investigation of the incident continues.  “Iran Denies Cyber War Commander Mojtaba 

Ahmadi was Assassinated,” IB Times UK, October 3, 2013, http://iranian.com/posts/view/post/21922. 

http://iranian.com/posts/view/post/21922
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then, Iranian security forces have expanded their ability to monitor and disrupt online dissent 

into an ability to use cyber techniques against other states, the most notorious example being the 

2011 hack of the Netherlands internet company DigiNotar, which allowed Iran to surreptitiously 

read dissidents’ emails.4   

 

Repeated foreign intrusions led to high-level attention to cyber security and the creation of a 

sophisticated organizational structure to manage cyber conflict.  In 2011 Iran’s Supreme Leader 

Ayatollah Ali Khamenei authorized the establishment of a new “Supreme Council of Cyber 

space” to coordinate efforts for both offense and defense.  Council members include senior 

officials from the security and intelligence services and the ministers of culture and 

communications.  Iran has a comprehensive cyber security strategy that includes the creation of 

what it calls “national information network” that could disconnect most of Iran from the global 

Internet.  Several prominent Iranian security officials have commented publicly on Iran’s 

capabilities and the importance of cyber warfare more broadly.  Iran’s Revolutionary Guard 

Corps (IRGC) Deputy Commander, Abdollah Araghi, said "We have equipped ourselves with 

new tools since cyber war in the cyber space is more dangerous than physical war, and Iranian 

officials, especially Supreme Leader of the Islamic Revolution have all cited this point, therefore 

we are prepared for soft and physical wars."5 Interior Minister Mostafa Najjar said “satellites and 

Facebook are the electronic means of a ‘soft war’ by the West to cause the Iranian family’s 

collapse.”   

 

Three Iranian military organizations have operational cyber roles: the IRGC, the Basij, and Iran’s 

Passive Defense Organization.  Iran held its first national cyber defense exercise in late October 

2012.  The Basij, a civilian paramilitary organization controlled by the IRGC, manages the 

Iranian “Cyber Army,” which Basij leaders say has 120,000 volunteer hackers.  The number is 

certainly an exaggeration, but the Basij use its already close connections with universities and 

religious schools to recruit a proxy hacker force. 

 

The Cyber Army is the likely source of a recent series of incidents aimed at Gulf energy 

companies, American banks, and Israel.  The most important involved a major disruption created 

by the destruction of data on computers used by Saudi Aramco and RasGas.  U.S. intelligence 

sources indicate that Iran was responsible for the attacks.  The trigger for these incidents was 

most likely a cyber attack on Iran’s major oil terminal at Kharg Island.  Iran appears to have 

cleverly modified cyber crime malware for the attack.  All the data on 30,000 Aramco computers 

was erased, and the malware may have infected (though it did not damage) refinery control 

systems.   The Aramco incident, while not as sophisticated as Stuxnet, was second only to 

Stuxnet as a disruptive cyber attack and showed the progress of Iranian capabilities.    

 

At the same time that the Aramco incident took place, there were massive "denial of service” 

attacks against U.S. banks.  The likely trigger for the attacks on U.S. banks, which continue to 

                                                 
4 “Fake DigiNotar web certificate risk to Iranians,” BBC, September 5, 2011, 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-14789763.   
5 Ahmad Rezaie, “General Araghi: Iran is Ready For Any Hard and Soft Wars,” Kabir News, September 25, 2012, 

http://kabirnews.com/general-araghi-irgc-is-ready-for-any-hard-and-soft-wars/3287/.   

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-14789763
http://kabirnews.com/general-araghi-irgc-is-ready-for-any-hard-and-soft-wars/3287/
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this day, was the imposition of new sanctions by the U.S.  Congress on Iran.6 Denial of service is 

a more like an online demonstration or protest than an attack; the target network is flooded with 

spurious traffic that causes it to fail, but the perpetrator does not gain access to the target 

network.  The Iranian efforts follow the Russian pattern of using proxy hackers for political 

coercion, as when Russian hackers used denial of service attacks against Estonia in 2007.  The 

harassment of American banks, however, was many times larger than the attacks on Estonia and 

at first overwhelmed the banks’ ability to respond.  Executing attacks of this size require 

computing resources that, in a country where the Internet is tightly controlled, mean government 

approval if not direction was involved.  There are some reports that Iran has turned to outside 

help in developing malware, to either Russian cyber criminals (who are among the best in the 

world) or, paralleling its proliferation activities, to North Korea.  The combination of the attacks 

on Aramco and the banks is best seen as a test by Iran of its new capabilities and of the U.S. and 

the GCC reactions to them.   

 

Deterring Iranian cyber capabilities  

 

It is too early to tell if progress in negotiations between Iran and western countries on its nuclear 

program decreases the risk of a cyber incident.  Iran is likely to be on its best behavior during the 

negotiations to avoid damaging any progress towards sanctions relief (although it is possible that 

Iranian opponents to the negotiations could use a cyber incident in an effort to derail the talks).  

Even if there is progress, the growth in Iranian capabilities remains a potential security threat for 

Gulf States.    

 

Iran was likely responsible for the disruptive attacks on Aramco and RasGas the Secretary 

mentions.  Iran may also have been behind the denial-of-service attacks against U.S. banks.  

Some speculate these actions were a reaction to new American sanctions.  Iran has discovered a 

new way to harass much sooner than we expected and the U.S. is ill-prepared to deal with it.   

 

Issues for Deterrence 

 

A more active Iran creates problems in cyberspace for the U.S. that will be hard to address.  The 

first problem is how to credibly signal to Iran to refrain from further attacks. The speech is an 

attempt to do so.  There is a message for Iran that, while indirect, they are unlikely to miss.  

Whether it is enough to change behavior depends on Tehran’s assessment of risk and the rest of 

the speech lays out measures that significantly increase risk for attackers.   

 

The U.S. has one of the most powerful cyber forces in the world and it did not deter Iran.  

Perhaps the apparent promise of anonymity encouraged the attackers.  Perhaps the U.S. lacks the 

ability to make a credible threat – what would it be? More sanctions, a naval blockade, an air 

strike?  Iran is unlikely to assess such threats as credible.  The Iranians know US cyber 

capabilities better perhaps than any other nation and the threat of cyber retaliation appears not to 

have frightened them.    

 

If the U.S. cannot deter, it must harden its defenses.  Panetta lays out three steps to do this.  

                                                 
6 Ellen Nakashima, “Iran blamed for cyber  attacks on U.S.  banks and companies,” Washington Post, September 21, 

2012, http://articles.washingtonpost.com/2012-09-21/world/35497878_1_web-sites-quds-force-cyber attacks.   

http://articles.washingtonpost.com/2012-09-21/world/35497878_1_web-sites-quds-force-cyberattacks
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Investing in new technology is a traditional solution to defense problems.  The most significant 

remark by the Secretary about new technology is that “we are seeing returns on those 

investments” in better attribution.  Anonymity will offer less projection to attackers and may 

make some reconsider an attack.  If nothing else, better attribution offers improved targeting.   

 

An active role for DOD to defend the nation in cyberspace has under discussion since 2009.  An 

early formula asked: if NORAD can defend U.S. airspace, why can’t Cyber Command defend 

cyberspace.  A more refined prescription would use NSA’s unparalleled Sigint capabilities and 

relationships to intercept incoming malicious traffic.  NSA, with the right authorities, might be 

able to block future attacks.  A greater defensive role for DOD is a good idea and should be a 

part of any cybersecurity strategy, but there are obvious problems. 

 

Say NSA to privacy advocates and they scream.  To intercept malicious traffic from Iran or other 

opponents, you need to monitor all incoming traffic.  Remember that we are ultimately talking 

about streams of ones and zeros, the code transferred among machines and only translated into 

human languages at the end.  It is possible to screen these ones and zeros to look for patterns that 

indicate an attack without ever looking at content, but some doubt NSA would be able to resist 

temptation.  An expanded role for DOD also requires expanded privacy protections.   

 

A new policy for DOD to defend cyberspace requires defining the space for action. Cyberspace 

depends on a physical infrastructure of computers and fiber and this physical infrastructure is 

located on national territory or subject to national jurisdiction.  Cyberspace is a hierarchy of 

networks, at the top of which a small number of companies carry the bulk of global traffic over 

the internet “backbone.”  International traffic, including attacks, enters the US over this 

“backbone.”  The backbone is a chokepoint, relatively easy to defend, and something that NSA is 

already intimately familiar with (as are the other major powers who engage in Sigint).  Sit at the 

boundary of the backbone where US jurisdiction begins, monitor and intercept malware, and 

attacks can be blocked. An analogy is that the Navy defends the ocean approaches, pace forward 

deployment, but not the inland waterways   

 

But how far down the internet pyramid should DOD go? Should it also monitor the networks of 

large corporations or internet service providers?  Should it be able to go onto consumer device 

when they are infected?  The precedent in the U.S. is for military or intelligence agencies to 

perform domestic security functions only in a crisis, not on a routine basis.  Panetta makes clear 

that DOD does not envision playing this rule. 

 

What he envisioned is something that might be called preemption.  He says “we won’t succeed 

in preventing a cyber attack through improved defenses alone.  If we detect an imminent threat 

of attack that will cause significant physical destruction or kill American citizens, we need to 

have the option to take action to defend the nation when directed by the President.”  The U.S., 

using National Technical Means, often has advance knowledge of an opponent’s plans, 

intentions and capabilities for cyber attack.  Panetta seems to be saying that when an attack 

appears imminent, the President can direct DOD to strike first.   If it was a precise attack that 

avoided collateral damage, the political risk of striking another country could be manageable.  

There would still be risk of creating a wider conflict and this, as the speech makes clear, is a 

decision only the President should make.    
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Panetta mentioned an Executive Order on cybersecurity as “under consideration.”  This Order, 

while not public, would likely take much of Section 104 of the Lieberman Collins bill and its 

protections for critical infrastructure and implement it under existing authorities.  The Secretary 

says there is no substitute for legislation and Congress has a responsibility to act, but few expect 

to see this any time soon.  When Congress failed to pass legislation, the responsibility passed to 

the Executive Branch and this speech, along with a new Doctrine for military action, and perhaps 

an executive order does much (but not all) of what needs to be done for adequate cyber defense.      

 

If it was possible to “stigmatize” the use of certain attacks or attacks against certain classes of 

targets (beyond the constraints now found in international law), this would reduce the risk of 

cyber attacks.  The Soviets were successful in changing public opinion to stigmatize the use of 

nuclear weapons as unacceptable (rather than just a larger and more destructive kind of bomb, as 

some early American planners saw them), although never to the point of seriously degrading the 

U.S. strategic deterrent.  A similar stigmatization of some kinds of cyber attacks could reduce the 

risk of these attacks being launched.  However, just as nuclear weapons are proportionally more 

destructive than cyber attacks, it is likely that the stigmatization of cyber attacks would be 

proportionally less effective in deterring their use (since the stigma for use will be lower).  

Stigmatization might be harder to create, as cyber attacks do not produce the moral repugnance 

that created the planned use of nuclear weapons.    

 

Another objective for strategy is to shape and constrain the use of cyber attack to influence 

opponent calculations during conflict.  The development of agreed international norms could 

define constraints and escalatory thresholds and shape wartime use of cyber attacks by make it 

easier for opponents to calculate risk.  Broad international acceptance of norms could lead 

opponents to choose targets or modes of attack that held less political risk.   

 

Improving defensive capabilities, constructing a normative framework for the use of cyber 

attacks, and building in operational robustness that limited the benefit an attacker would gain, 

would all change opponent calculations in ways favorable to the U.S., although  But none of 

these entail building offensive capabilities whose threatened use would deter.  Nor will they 

create the stability and lower risk we assume deterrence brought in the Cold War.   

 

Wars can be fought without nuclear weapons; future conflict will include cyber attacks.  Strategy 

should seek to deny cyber attacks success in achieving their larger objective of providing 

military advantage through disruption.  The best way to do this is to maintain the ability to fight 

and win even if attacked.  Planning and acquisitions must be based on the assumption that 

opponents will attack networks and that the U.S. must retain the ability to deliver the services 

these assets provide and limit any degradation in overall performance.  Risk and benefit are 

asymmetric and favor the attacker.  We must now ask if the strategies and concepts developed 

for nuclear deterrence can be usefully applied to other spheres of conflict.  Nuclear weapons are 

uniquely destructive, and the bipolar global conflict was a unique political moment in 

international affairs.  In this context, deterrence made sense, but these conditions no longer exist.  

Deterrence, like Mahan’s decisive battle between fleets of battleships, may be an artifact of 

strategy from an earlier era that political and technological change has overtaken and made 

instructive, but not actionable.   


